
TMMGIC Cash Grow and Cash Flow Millionaires VIP Club December 2024 

 

PROCEDURES 
 

1) If you have not done, the Millionaire Cash Grow Cash Flow Sheet, and you are not in the $30,000 Club, only do 

Instruction One. 

2) If you have not done the Millionaire Cash Grow Cash Flow Zero Rollover Sheet, and you are in the $30,000 Club 

or higher, do Instructions Two and Three. 

3) If you have done the Millionaire Cash Grow Cash Flow Zero Rollover Sheet, and you are in the $30,000 Club or 

higher, only do Instruction Three. 

 

**NOTE: For all members who are not in the $30,000 Club and HAVE done the Millionaire Cash Grow Cash Flow 

Sheet, no additional sheet is necessary until you reach the $30,000 Club. 

 

INSTRUCTION ONE: 

For all members who are not in the $30,000 Club and HAVE NOT done the Millionaire Cash Grow Cash Flow sheet, 

start with the October amount that is shown on the Millionaires Cash Grow Cash Flow sheet. 
 

1. Review the October, November, and December examples, and start in the month of January 2023 and end on 

December 30, 2024. 

2. Take the Trading Balance of $44,531.89, and start with that amount for the month of January.  

3. Take your Trading Balance and multiply it by 13%, which will give you the ROI (Return on Investment) 

4. Take the entire ROI without cashing out, and roll everything over 

5. If the month has 5 Fridays - Follow step 1, but multiply the Trading Balance by 3.25% to get the one-week ROI.  

6. Add the 1st ROI plus the 2nd ROI to get the total ROI 

7. Take the starting Trading balance and add the total ROI (what was rolled over) to get the new Trading Balance. 

8. Start the NEW month with that Trading Balance and repeat the steps. 

 

INSTRUCTION TWO: 

If you are over $30,000 or higher, please start with your present trading Balance amount, and roll over without cashing out 

until December 20, 2024. 
 

1. Take your Trading Balance and multiply it by 13%, which will give you the ROI (Return on Investment) 

2. Take the entire ROI without cashing out, and roll everything over 

3. If the month has 5 Fridays - Follow step 1, but multiply the Trading Balance by 3.25% to get the one-week ROI.  

4. Add the 1st ROI plus the 2nd ROI to get the total ROI 

5. Take the starting Trading balance and add the total ROI (what was rolled over) to get the new Trading Balance. 

6. Start the NEW month with that Trading Balance and repeat the steps. 

 

INSTRUCTION THREE: 

If you are at or over $30,000, please start with the amount you just rolled over to, and your projected monthly cash out. 
 

1. Take your Trading Balance and multiply it by 13%, which will give you the ROI (Return on Investment) 

2. Take your ROI and cash out your monthly projections, and roll over the remainder in your e-Wallet into your 

Trading Balance. 

3. If the month has 5 Fridays - Follow step 1, but multiply the Trading Balance by 3.25% to get the one-week ROI.  

4. Add the 1st ROI plus the 2nd ROI to get the total ROI 

5. Take the starting Trading balance and add the total ROI (what was rolled over) to get the new Trading Balance. 

6. Start the NEW month with that Trading Balance and repeat the steps. 

 


